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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

lundi 17 janvier 2022 16:52
Șceev.eu

RE: Reply to Comité Européen des Entreprises Vins

Dear

Thank you for your e-mail and your questions concerning our work.
As regards alcohol taxation policy, the two measures envisaged in the Europe's Beating Cancer Plan for 
2022 are the evaluation of the Alcohol rates directive (Directive 92/84/EEC) and the revision of the rules 
for cross border purchases of alcohol (and tobacco) products by a private individual (Article 32 of 
Directive 2008/118/EC).
With regard to health warnings on alcoholic beverage labels, the preparatory work and evidence 
gathering has started in 2021 and is ongoing throughout 2022. The Commission is currently compiling 
and reviewing existing evidence.
The Study on fiscal measures and pricing policies on sugars, soft drinks and alcoholic beverages will be 
published later this year.
Kind regards,

European Commission
DG SANTE
Europe's Beating Cancer Plan Task Force
Luxembourg

From: g)ceev.eu>
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2022 2:59 PM
To: < ^)ec.europa.eu>
Subject: TR: cancer Implementation Roadmap

Hello,
I have a couple of questions concerning the Cancer Roadmap.
Thank you very much
Best Regards
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De:
Envoyé : lundi 10 janvier 2022 13:20
À : Dec.europa.eu
Objet : cancer Implementation Roadmap

Dear
I hope my e-mail finds you well. Let me first of all I wish you a happy new year.
I am contacting you today in relation to the Cancer implementation Roadmap released end on 2021 for 
which I have a couple of questions.

Concerning the action "Review EU legislation on alcohol taxation" for which a Commission proposal 
should be adopted in 2022 may I ask to what legislation this action is related? Is it Directive 92/84 on the 
approximation of the rates of excise duty on alcohol and alcoholic beverages?

On the warning labels preparatory work and evidence gathering is there any kind of update on what has 
been done so far that you could share?

I also would like to ask you who will be in charge of carrying out the following study and what is the 
timetable: "Study on fiscal measures and pricing policies on sugars, soft drinks and alcoholic beverages". 
Thank you very much for your attention
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